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UF1000B woodburning cooking fireplace 

1000w x 505h x 540d + gather

£POA + VAT and shipping to site 
Chimney sections at extra cost 

UF1200B woodburning cooking fireplace 

1200w x 505h x 540d + gather

£POA + VAT and shipping to site 
Chimney sections at extra cost

MODE woodburning cooking fireplace 

1100w x 1295h x 500d (see drawing)

£POA + VAT and shipping to site 
Additonal chimney sections at extra cost

Three models, two traditional, one contemporary. Made from stainless steel. Cook on any of these like a pro! Based on the South 
African braai principles, you can't cook better on wood. The aroma of meat being cooked to perfection over hot coals wafting from 
your garden or outdoor entertainment area can't be beaten. 

There’s nothing more South African than a braai, the country’s version of a barbecue and to be enjoyed by family and friends in 
the sunny outdoors. The word “braai” is an integral part of any locals lexicon and is an important cultural event for any visitor to 
South Africa. 

The firebox and ashpan are finished with high-heat paint to hide any discolouring that can occur when stainless steel is heated. 
Also fitted with an ember-maker for quick and easy creation of charcoal embers, which allow braaing within 30 minutes, providing 
a continuous flow of embers - and then the enjoyment of a fire for the full duration of you braai process and the rest of the evening. 
Also fitted with a light which makes night time cooking a breeze. 

Other features include a potjie hook to hang your potjie (a small pot for stew, chilli or soup) and a lightweight ash drawer for easy 
cleaning.

350mm ID chimney or flue required. We recommend a minimum of 2.5m for the UF1000B & UF1200B. Price on application. 
Mode has a built-in chimney of 900mm length, it may require additional chimney sections to increase upward draught. 
Always follow the installation and use instructions.
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